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Ffxiv foxy lady fate timer

Forums &gt; Ultima - FFXIV Public Discussion Area &gt; FFXIV Feed Test Area &gt; Debate in 'FFXIV Feed Test Area' initiated by RSS News, April 3, 2020. (You must log in or register to respond here.) Forums &gt; Ultima - FFXIV Public Discussion Area &gt; FFXIV Power Test Area &gt; Do Not Sell My
Personal Information 01-26-2018 10:12 PM #1 Hey, I have trouble generating Lady Foxy on my server. I've made the Fates that are required to engender it but not luck. I have completed Outfoxed 6 times (I have ears by the way with him) and there is no sign of the Foxy Lady ever. I've been camping the
map of Yanxia for many hours. It's been over a week and there's still nothing. I looked for information about it or even trackers, but nothing really helped me. There wasn't even a tracker. I saw that a small fox or a blacksmith could appear in a broken sanctuary indicating that the fate of the slut lady is
about (X: 34.2 Y:12.8 Z:1.4). No luck there or I went to support and they told me to come here. I searched the forum, but I didn't really find anyone who had trouble spawning it. In a reddit I saw that it may be because not many people looking on this map, however, there had been a rank S Mark up a few
days ago, and the foxy lady had not yet cheered with a good number of people on site. 01-29-2018 08:01 AM #2 I have never seen the final part myself... I think you need your message to increase now that fewer people are doing these destinations 06-11-2018 11:38 AM #3 I think may be broken. I've
been chasing her for days and she never shows up. Namai Elder doesn't show up either. The online information is inconsistent and your recurrence timer should be more than a week at this rate. 06-13-2018 07:02 PM #4 The most likely explanation is that the information you find online is not accurate.
After Outfoxed has been killed there is an hour-long window in which Lady Fox can appear. It's entirely possible that someone killed Outfoxed because they were making FATEs anyway, they didn't care about her and when their DESTINY begat in the end, he didn't go for it. It is in looming possible that
your FATE appared, without anyone worrying about it, so the timer was reset - it does not matter whether it was killed or not. I saw this FATE appear in the middle of the night several times, as well as be flat ignored completely during the day on my server - that's probably the broken part here. 06-17-2018
09:38 AM #5 They need to give their DESTINATION a special climate at least so that people know that it is at the same time being on the map, even if you do not know exactly where you are or how long you have left 09-08-2018 02:09 AM #6 There is a way to know if you have generated. Just go to x:34
y:13 (north of namai, next to a broken wooden sanctuary) after doing the from Outfoxed, wait an hour (the window of reappearance time) and if the old Namai explodes, Foxy Lady's fate is active out there, if an hour has passed. Rinse and repeat. That way you don't go around looking for anything. En En
Place, a small fox kit can be seen during Outfoxed's DESTINATION. 09-17-2018 07:22 PM #7 There is no way to know if the DESTINATION begat that it is not flying over all the places to see if it did (I think there are like 5 different places where it can appear?). it doesn't appear on the world map just its
minimap and there's no special weather as there is with most other special FATEs. And like a previous poster mentioned above, it can take up to an hour after it appears, so keep looking. 10-15-2018 03:36 AM #8 State making these two destinations for almost a week, always end up leaving only for the
destination, I gave up. 10-15-2018 06:23 AM #9 We had this problem in Excalibur as well last night... and when the NPC finally appeared, it spread soon after. After searching the area for a few minutes, I gave up... but several hunters continued to search. I'm not sure if they finally found her. 10-19-2018
10:14 PM #10 Originally published by Iai There is a way to know if she begat. Just go to x:34 and:13 (north of namai, next to a broken wooden sanctuary) after doing Outfoxed's DESTINATION, wait an hour (the spawn time window) and if the old namai explodes, Foxy Lady's fate is active out there, if it's
been an hour. Rinse and repeat. That way you don't go around looking for anything. In the same place, a small fox kit can be seen during Outfoxed's DESTINATION. Do you have a source for that? I'd love to hear this information a while ago when I was trying to get Foxy Lady to show up, but I never
came across anything to suggest what you're saying. FINAL FANTASY XIV Online &gt; General Debates &gt; Foxy Lady FATE Theme Details Hey I have been trying to generate this DESTINATION for about 3 days now on multiple low pop servers in Crystal unlucky. He wanted to ask if there is still a
hunting group for this FATE or usually anyone who wants to help and maybe someone who can point me in the right direction of such groups would be appreciated. My home server is Malboro as a reference, but I've been trying to generate it in Goblin and the like for several hours. I know the spawn timer
is about 12-24 hours, but I was only able to wait about 10 hours each day before falling asleep in my seat. Last edited by Jecyka; January 20, 2020 to 6:21pm Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic messages (harassment, fights or rude). Its been 4 days since I've been
trying to father her.... and nothing. Page 2 8 comments Fox Lady CHAIN FATE (used to get fox puppy, Tamamo headband, stuffed fox)You must be level 70 and have completed the Stormblood level 70 quest in order to unlock the seller of Rhalgars Reach. (x13.8, y11.8) Fox Pup – headband – – Fox –
FATE network takes place in Yanxia. The first of the chain is Ginko/More to offer you are in (x20.3, y7.4). It is a typical meeting destination - the goal of this DESTINATION is to collect offerings or simply kill the additions that will fall the offerings. About 5-15 minutes later the second FATE called
Kinko/Freedom Flies will appear. It's at (x13.0, y30.5). (From now on Ginko and Kinko can be done in any order, but usually Ginko spawns first.) About another 5-15 minutes later the third FATE called Mikuzume/Outfoxed which is in (x31.1, y8.8) will appear. It's a monstrous fate that also spawns a mini
boss. This destination drops 1 fragment of Sassho-seki ( fragment); these are used to get the 3 items listed above. This FATE step is in a 2-hour cooldown after it's finished, previous destinations will continue to appear during their cooldown.30-60mins after Fox's Lady fate appears. It is a HIDDEN boss
destination (similar to Odin) that appears somewhere near these locations (x11, y17), (x16, y12), (x24, y34), (x16, y32), (x35, y22). She is similar to an S range seeing how you can see from afar, but you can't miss it (she's a giant nine-tailed fox with a white and red body and black and red tails). (From
what we know today, Fox Lady can still appear even if FATEs Ginko and Kinko are on the map, and also the Fox Lady is on a 48-hour timer that was reset after maintenance.) If she is killed and you receive a gold medal, she will fall 15 Sassho-seki
Fragments.                                                                              Happy Hunting, N'tohj N'tohj
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